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Abstract— Router is one of the most important devices in
networking. Its function is to route packets between different
networks. Thus all the interfaces of the router belong to different
networks. Any campus-wide network architecture may contain
many routers or multilayer switches for inter-department
communication. It plays a very important role in communication
in the campus. So security of router is inevitable. A network
administrator has to monitor router for its security. Routers have
an excellent inbuilt facility of logging which can be enabled.
Using logs is the best way to monitor any system: Database
server, Mail server, Web server or router etc. Proper analysis of
such logs continuously can help us detect many serious attacks.
This paper focuses on using router logs, directed to a separate
Syslog server, for attacks detection. It also gives a method to
configure appropriate access control lists on the router as defense
mechanism.
Keywords- Access Control lists; Router Attacks; Router
Debugging; Router Logs; Syslog.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A router can be attacked in many ways by a hacker. Most
commonly, Distributed Denial of Service Attack can hit the
router. ARP poisoning, Smurf attack, Ping of Death are the
examples of DDoS attack on router that can collapse the entire
network. Routing packets between networks is the main aim of
a router. Many Man in the Middle (MiM) attacks can be caused
which will direct the traffic to an attacker instead of sending it
to the legitimate router. ICMP redirect attack is one such
attack. Routers contain routing entries which decide the path
selection. Routing entry poisoning is probably the most
obvious attack which will make the router to behave in an
anomalous way. [1][2]
Routers communicate with other routers using a routing
protocol. Some of the major routing protocols are as given
below
•
OSPF and IS-IS are link state routing protocols which
do Interior gateway routing.
•
IGRP and EIGRP are distance vector routing
protocols which also do Interior gateway routing.

•
BGP is the protocol which does Exterior gateway
routing.
Routing protocols also can be targeted for an attack.
Session termination is a serious problem with hugely spanned
and sensitive protocols like BGP. OSPF is the victim of many
attacks like Hello message deletion, Max sequence attack,
External routes attacks etc. [3]
Any organization’s major concern is to defend their routers
from such attacks. The network administrator of the
organization can implement a Firewall which can filter
incoming and outgoing traffic. Encryption techniques can be
used to prevent certain attacks. Software monitoring through
Snort can be done. Apart from all above techniques, proper log
analysis of logs can give a lot of insight in attacks detection.
Following section will propose a system which will enable and
use logs for router attacks detection. After attacks are detected,
a mechanism is also stated to configure appropriate access list
on the router as defense mechanism.
II.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Router Configuration
One can communicate with a router using any of the
following ways [4]
•
Using Console port: Router has a console port. A
console cable can connect your machine to the router. A
terminal emulator program like hyperterminal or putty is
required on your machine. This will give you access to the
router prompt.
•
Using Aux port: By using a remote computer through
a modem that calls another modem connected to the router with
a cable using the Auxiliary Port on the router.
•
Using protocols: Protocols like Telnet, ssh, http, https
can be used to connect to the router over a network.
In our system, we are going to use telnet connection to
communicate with the router. Line vty on router needs to
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configured to achieve telnet connection. Following commands
should be configured on the router for using vty line.
Router>en

Error (severity 3)—Error condition
Warning (severity 4)—Warning condition
Notification (severity 5)—Normal but significant condition

Router#conf t
Router(config)#line vty 0
Router(config-line)#password cisco
Router(config-line)#exit
Router(config)#exit

Informational (severity 6)—Informational message
Debugging (severity 7)—Debugging message
Syslog server will be continuously running. So thread
programming of java is used. The most appropriate place for
deploying the Syslog server and the log analyzing program
would be as shown in Fig. 2

A router can log information to console, host (syslog),
snmp, buffer, monitor (ssh, telnet). Logging to console can be
turned OFF if it is ON [6]. In our system, we want to direct
logs to another host (Syslog server). We set the logging to the
highest i.e. 7. Following commands will achieve this.
Router>en
Router#conf t
Router(config)#no logging console
Router(config)#logging 10.0.0.100
Router(config)#logging trap 7
Router(config)#exit
B. Syslog Server
Routers have very less memory. But logs generated by the
router are huge and will require large space to store. If the
memory becomes full then logs will be overwritten. We don’t
want this to happen because some logs are very crucial. The
algorithm for implementing Syslog server is given in Fig. 1

Figure 1. Algorithm for Syslog Server

So now the logs are successfully stored on the Syslog
server. This also provides a clean separation. The router
console will not be interrupted with logs now. The logs can be
viewed on the separate machine having Syslog server. Log
analysis can now be done on this machine.

Figure 2. Deployment of Syslog Server in Campus Network

The machine on which the Syslog server is running is
connected to the core switch. In this way, all the routers can
direct their logs to the Syslog server. This gives the network
administrator control over monitoring all the routers.
Linux has an inbuilt Syslog daemon. This inbuilt Syslog
server needs to be enabled to use it as a network based Syslog
server through the /etc/Syslog.conf file. It also needs to be
enabled to receive logs from the network. But this Syslog
daemon has not been updated to add more useful features.
Windows doesn’t have any built in Syslog facility. You can
download Syslog application for windows from the internet.
Syslog-ng is the latest with some extra features also [5]. But for
our model, the Syslog server is written in java using the
algorithm given in Fig.1. It satisfies our needs properly. So we
are content with it.
Along with Syslog server, few other modules will be
deployed on the system. These modules are shown in Fig.3 in
purple. The black box is the system having ip address
10.0.0.100. The router interface and this system should be in
the same network in order to communicate.

Levels: There are eight levels of logging. When a
particular level is set, then all logs upto and including that level
are generated. The command to set log level is ‘logging trap
level’ [5]
The eight levels are as follows:
Emergency (severity 0)—The system is unusable
Alert (severity 1)—Immediate action is needed
Critical (severity 2)—Critical condition
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Java’s regular expression matching is very strong. It
contains an entire package called java.util.regex dedicated to
regular expression matching. The main classes used are
Pattern and Matcher. The algorithm that we will be using for
regular expression is given in Fig. 5

Figure 3. Components of the log analyzing system

C. File Processing
Above Syslog server program will write all the log
messages received on UDP port 514 into a single file on the
system. This process will be happening continuously. A Java
thread will be launched which will do the task of the Syslog
server. So the Syslog file is continuously updating. This
continuously updating file will be read by a file processing
module. The file processing module is launched in a separate
java thread. This module is continuously running. It will parse
every line from the Syslog file and sort them into different
files protocol wise. Some examples of Cisco router log entries
in the Syslog file are shown in Fig. 4

Figure 4. Sample Cisco log entries

As one can see, every entry has month, date, time,
protocol, log message. We will extract the protocol field
through regular expression matching in java. Based on the
protocol, the log entries will be written to different file as
shown in Fig 3. Fig 3. shows that 7 different files were
created: TCP, UDP, ICMP, RIP, OSPF, BGP, MPLS. The
default syslogd daemon of Linux operating system doesn’t do
this. So developing our own Syslog program was the better
idea because we want to detect attacks protocol wise. For
example, OSPF attacks will be different from TCP and so on.

Figure 5. Algorithm for separation of files using regular expression matching

Now the entries from the single Syslog file are separated
and written into separate files according to protocol. This step
is very important. This will be extremely useful for attacks
detection where we will analyze the flow of activities inside a
protocol. For example, we can monitor all OSPF activities
easily from the OSPF log file. This separation will be useful.
At the end of analysis, the administrator can carry these files
which are sorted on protocol basis for report submission.
D. Attacks Detection
This section will focus on various attacks and how these
attacks will be detected successfully by the system. This is the
main aim for router log analysis: Attacks detection. Some
attacks can be detected by just analyzing one log entry such as
BGP’s session termination attack or ICMP redirect attack. On
the other hand, some attacks require analyzing more than 1
line before actually declaring that an attack has happened.
Some of the algorithms used for detection of router attacks
are given below:
OSPF hello packet deletion attack: OSPF neighbors
exchange hello packets every 10 seconds (Default hello timer
is 10 seconds.) When 4 consecutive hello packets are missed
by an OSPF process, then the OSPF process declares its
neighbor as dead (Default dead timer is 40 seconds.) When a
neighbor is dead, its entries will be flushed from the routing
table. Attacker can purposely delete OSPF hello packets. After
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4 consecutive message deletion, the neighborship will break.
This is an attack which has caused the OSPF neighborship to
break resulting into flushing of its OSPF entries [3]. To
generate log entry for each OSPF hello packet sent or
received, the ‘debug ip ospf events’ debugging command can
be used. This will enable logging for OSPF events. The log
entry for the hello packet is as shown in Fig. 6

administrator. The algorithm for detecting port scan attack is
as givenn in Fig. 9

Figure 6: Log entry for OSPF hello packets

The algorithm for detecting OSPF hello packet deletion
attack is as given in Fig. 7

Figure 9: Algorithm for detecting port scan attack
Figure 7: Algorithm for detecting OSPF hello packets deletion attack

Port scan attack: An attacker can run a port scan on the
router to see which ports are ON and which are not. This is
mostly the first step for an attack. Loopholes can found after a
port scan. When a port scan happens on a router, the log
entries which are generated are shown in Fig. 8

The display variable is used to prevent the announcement
of attack more than once for the same attack. The flag variable
is used to start a fresh new scan for the attack. Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attack on the router can also be
detected in the similar fashion.
Similarly, algorithms are written to detect many other
attacks as well. The log entry after an ICMP redirect attack,
BGP session termination attack is given in Fig. 10
respectively:

Figure 10: Log entries during ICMP redirect attack and BGP session
termination attack respectively

Some attacker can somehow get router’s access via telnet
over the network and try to do malicious activity inside the
outer. Telnet attempts on the router can be detected by log
analysis. The log entry after telnet attempt is shown in Fig. 11
Figure 8: Log entries during port scan attack

The source and destination ip address will be same
everywhere. The destination ports will be different. A
threshold can be maintained by our algorithm which will tell
how many packets to scan before announcing a port scan
attack. This threshold might be 10, 15 as stated by the network
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Figure 11: Log entries after a telnet attempt into the router

OSPF is a victim of DR, BDR null attack. OSPF elects DR,
BDR on a multi access network. DR, BDR are elected based
upon the priority and router ID (highest loopback address) sent
in the hello message. After the election is done, the elected
DR, BDR are sent in the hello message. An attacker can create
a phantom router with highest priority and ID. Attacker will
now set DR, BDR to null and then send that hello message.
This will force reelection for DR, BDR and will elect the
phantom router ad DR which will create undesirable effect [3].
The raw log after a DR, BDR null attack is shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 12. Raw log after a DR, BDR null attack

The screenshots in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 will give an idea
about the purpose of this paper.

Figure 14. Attacks detection with log analysis program

E. Communication with the router
There are 2 main reasons for having this module.
1. Turning ON all possible logging is not recommended on
the routers because it will slow down its operation. So if in
case, the network administrator wants to monitor only routing
protocols for some time, then the software will give a menu
item to turn ON debugging only for OSPF, BGP etc. When
you select this option, appropriate debugging command will
be fired on the router. So for this, communication with router
will be required. Examples of debugging command are ‘debug
ip ospf events’ for major OSPF debugging; ‘debug ip tcp
packet’ for tcp protocol; ‘debug ip icmp’ for ICMP packets etc
[7].
2. After an alert for some attack is raised, its defense
mechanism must be started. The network administrator will
usually take all efforts to prevent any attack happening on
router in the first place. But unfortunately if any attack occurs
then its defense mechanism should be initiated. Now the
network administrator cant be available all the time to monitor
the router activities. Ideally the software itself should take
steps to defend the router from the attack as soon as possible.
So again here ‘communication with router’ module will be
required to configure ACLs on the router to defend the attack.
ACLs manage IP traffic as network access grows; control flow
of data entering/ exiting routers port; filter data packet on the
basis of L3 and above information. An example of ACL being
configured on a router is as shown below:
Router>en
Router#conf t
Router(config)#ip access-list standard abc
Router(config-std-nacl)#deny 10.0.0.100 0.0.0.0
Router(config-std-nacl)#exit
Router(config)#interface f1/0
Router(config-if)#ip access-group abc in

Figure 13. Attacks detection without log analysis
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Communication with the router will be done using protocol
Telnet through java programming. The algorithm for this
module is given in Fig. 15

base and has provided the first step to do so. It has found a
way to dump log to separate machine and also sort them. It
can fire commands on the router which means it can easily
obtain the output of ‘sh run’ from routers. It knows how to
extract information from the log to detect an attack. It has also
defended routers by configuring ACLs. SO IT KNOWS A
LOT. We used UDP protocol to receive log which was an
unreliable protocol. A TCP based Syslog can also be created
where utmost reliability is required. One more issue is that, if
the log format of the routers change, then changes will be
required in the regex module accordingly.
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